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Summary
The RecX protein inhibits RecA filament extension,
leading to net filament disassembly. The RecF protein
physically interacts with the RecX protein and protects
RecA from the inhibitory effects of RecX. In vitro, efficient RecA filament formation onto single-stranded
DNA binding protein (SSB)-coated circular singlestranded DNA (ssDNA) in the presence of RecX occurs
only when all of the RecFOR proteins are present. The
RecOR proteins contribute only to RecA filament nucleation onto SSB-coated single-stranded DNA and are
unable to counter the inhibitory effects of RecX on
RecA filaments. RecF protein uniquely supports substantial RecA filament extension in the presence of
RecX. In vivo, RecF protein counters a RecX-mediated
inhibition of plasmid recombination. Thus, a significant positive contribution of RecF to RecA filament assembly is to antagonize the effects of the negative modulator RecX, specifically during the extension phase.
Introduction
Recombinational DNA repair pathways play an important role in the restoration of stalled replication forks in
Escherichia coli (Cox et al., 2000; Kowalczykowski,
2000; Kuzminov, 1999; Lusetti and Cox, 2002). RecA
protein, the central recombinase in E. coli, is a DNAdependent ATPase that catalyzes homologous DNA
pairing and strand exchange reactions in vitro that are
thought to mimic its role in recombinational DNA repair
(Cox, 2003; Lusetti and Cox, 2002). RecA protein also
regulates induction of the SOS response by mediating
autocatalytic cleavage of the LexA repressor (Kim and
Little, 1993; Nastri and Knight, 1994). The active species
in both of these processes is a RecA filament formed on
ssDNA. Assembly of a nucleoprotein filament occurs in
two distinct stages (Lusetti and Cox, 2002; Roca and
Cox, 1997). A slow RecA protomer nucleation event is
followed by rapid filament extension in the 50 to 30 direction (Register and Griffith, 1985; Shan et al., 1997). RecA
filament disassembly also occurs in the 50 to 30 direction
upon ATP hydrolysis (Bork et al., 2001a; Shan et al.,
1997), such that monomers are added to one filament
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end and subtracted from the other. The dynamic nature
of RecA nucleoprotein filaments makes assembly and
disassembly prime targets for RecA regulation. RecA
regulator proteins generally modulate when and where
RecA filaments form as opposed to manipulating the
catalytic properties of the filament.
One modulator of RecA filament dynamics is SSB.
SSB strongly inhibits the nucleation phase of RecA filament assembly (Kowalczykowski et al., 1987) but stimulates the extension phase, removing secondary structure in ssDNA that would otherwise impede filament
growth (Kowalczykowski and Krupp, 1987; Lavery and
Kowalczykowski, 1992).
The RecF, RecO, and RecR proteins promote the establishment of RecA filaments at daughter strand gaps
where bound SSB limits RecA nucleation (Clark and
Sandler, 1994; Kuzminov, 1999; Madiraju et al., 1988; Sawitzke and Stahl, 1992; Sawitzke and Stahl, 1994; Smith,
1989; Whitby and Lloyd, 1995). The E. coli RecF protein
(40.5 kDa) binds both ssDNA and double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) in vitro (Madiraju and Clark, 1992; Webb et al.,
1995) and exhibits a weak dsDNA-dependent ATPase
activity (Webb et al., 1995, 1999). RecF protein physically interacts with the RecR protein in a manner dependent on both DNA and ATP (Webb et al., 1995). RecR
protein (22 kDa) has mainly been studied jointly with
the RecF protein or with its other interacting partner,
RecO (Bork et al., 2001b; Shan et al., 1997; Umezu and
Kolodner, 1994). RecO protein (26 kDa) binds both
ssDNA and dsDNA in vitro (Luisi-DeLuca and Kolodner,
1994; Umezu et al., 1993; Umezu and Kolodner, 1994)
and promotes renaturation of homologous DNA strands
(Kantake et al., 2002; Luisi-DeLuca and Kolodner, 1994).
Decades of research on the recF, recO, and recR
genes has demonstrated that they constitute an epistasis group intimately involved in the establishment of
RecA filaments on DNA (Ennis et al., 1995; Knight
et al., 1984; Lavery and Kowalczykowski, 1992; Madiraju
et al., 1988, 1992; Thomas and Lloyd, 1983; Volkert and
Hartke, 1984; Wang et al., 1993; Whitby and Lloyd, 1995).
Nevertheless, there is no physical evidence for a complex containing all three proteins. Biochemical data
have confirmed that the RecOR complex functions to reduce the long lag in RecA binding to ssDNA prebound
by the SSB protein (Bork et al., 2001b; Shan et al.,
1997; Umezu and Kolodner, 1994). However, the role of
RecF in this process is unclear. RecF protein is completely dispensable in RecOR-mediated SSB displacement by RecA and inhibits RecA activities under many
conditions (Bork et al., 2001b; Umezu et al., 1993).
RecF does enhance the RecOR-mediated loading of
RecA at the end of a DNA gap under at least one set of
conditions (Morimatsu and Kowalczykowski, 2003). In
vivo, in at least some contexts, RecF functions on its
own (Grompone et al., 2004; Kidane et al., 2004; Rangarajan et al., 2002; Sandler et al., 1996). RecF protein may
have multiple functions, some of which may be independent of the RecO and RecR proteins.
Work to date on the RecFOR proteins has focused on
their effects on RecA filament nucleation. In principle,
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RecA regulatory proteins could affect either phase of filament assembly: nucleation or extension. The extension
phase of RecA filament assembly is blocked by the
RecX protein (19.3 kDa) in vitro (Drees et al., 2004a).
RecX is thus a negative regulator of RecA in vivo (Stohl
et al., 2003) and in vitro (Drees et al., 2004a; Stohl
et al., 2003). The RecA and RecX proteins directly interact (Stohl et al., 2003; VanLoock et al., 2003). We set out
to further define the role of RecF in mediating RecA filament formation by examining RecF function in the presence of a RecA filament extension inhibitor, RecX.
Results
Experimental Design
Using purified proteins, we investigated the integrated
effects of the E. coli RecF, RecO, and RecR proteins
on RecA filaments assembling on SSB-coated DNA
when challenged by the RecX protein. The effects on
RecA filaments were examined by monitoring the DNAdependent ATP hydrolysis activity of the RecA protein,
providing a real-time measurement of the amount of
RecA bound to DNA (Arenson et al., 1999; Lavery and
Kowalczykowski, 1992; Lindsley and Cox, 1990; Shan
et al., 1997). The kinetic experimentation was complemented by electron microscopy and by in vivo studies
of the recombination efficiency of pertinent mutants.
Many of the ATPase assays described below include
the RecF protein. RecF is a dsDNA-dependent ATPase
(kcat < 1 min21; [Webb et al., 1999]). There is no measurable ATP hydrolysis by the RecF protein under our conditions when the RecA protein is omitted (data not
shown). We have thus ignored the potential contribution
of RecF protein to the observed ATP hydrolysis in our
data analysis.
The RecX Protein Has No Effect on RecA Filament
Assembly onto SSB-Coated Circular ssDNA
in the Presence of the RecFOR Proteins
The general effect of various mediator proteins on RecA
filament assembly on SSB-coated DNA is shown in
Figure 1A. We added RecA protein to ssDNA that was
preincubated with SSB or with SSB and RecOR proteins. RecA (1.2 mM) is added in excess over the concentration of available ssDNA binding sites (0.67 mM). The
RecO and RecR proteins are added at concentrations
(100 nM and 1 mM, respectively) that have been determined to provide maximal enhancement of RecA assembly onto SSB-coated circular ssDNA (M.D.H. and
M.M.C., unpublished data). The RecOR complex decreases the time required for RecA to nucleate onto
SSB-coated ssDNA and reach a steady-state rate of
ATP hydrolysis from well over 30 min to under 10 min.
When RecF protein (200 nM) is included in the RecORmediated SSB displacement assay, the time required
to reach a steady state of ATP hydrolysis is increased
by w5 min; i.e., filament nucleation is inhibited. Furthermore, the final steady-state rate of ATP hydrolysis is
consistently lower in the presence of RecF ([Bork
et al., 2001b; Madiraju and Clark, 1991]; Figure 1A).
The mechanism by which RecF reduces the amount of
RecA protein bound to DNA is not understood, but it
may be competing with RecA for DNA binding sites.

Figure 1. The Effect of RecOR, RecF, and RecX on SSB Displacement by the RecA Protein
The reaction scheme at the top of the figure details the order of addition for this experiment. SSB protein (0.2 mM) was incubated with
2 mM M13mp8 circular ssDNA under the conditions described in the
Experimental Procedures for 10 min with the mediator protein(s)
(RecO, 100 nM; RecR, 1mM; RecF, 200 nM; and RecX, 100 nM).
The figure labels indicate which mediator protein(s) was preincubated with the ssDNA and the SSB. The reaction was initiated by
the addition of RecA to 1.2 mM (t = 0). The dashed line in (A) is a control showing RecA displacement of SSB protein in the absence of
any other mediator protein. In (B), proteins added in addition to
RecA and SSB are indicated for each experiment. The three overlapping lines labeled ‘‘FORX’’ include 100, 300, or 500 nM RecF protein.

Relatively low concentrations (100 nM) of RecX protein completely inhibit RecA filament extension even
when added to preformed RecA filaments (Drees et al.,
2004a, 2004b; Stohl et al., 2003). As expected, productive assembly of RecA filaments on SSB-coated ssDNA
was blocked by RecX (Figure 1A). The RecF protein (in
the absence of RecOR) also inhibited this process but
to a much lesser extent.
We next tested RecA nucleation onto SSB-coated
ssDNA by using various combinations in which RecX
was included with all or a subset of the RecFOR proteins
(Figure 1B). RecX greatly reduced the RecOR-mediated
assembly of RecA filaments (compare the OR and ORX
data in Figure 1B). It is possible that RecOR-facilitated
loading of RecA protein is futile because filament extension is blocked by the RecX protein. As seen in Figure 1A,
RecF protein again inhibits the RecOR-mediated reaction but to a lesser extent. Remarkably, the addition of
RecX to the RecFOR-mediated SSB displacement reaction results in no measurable inhibition relative to the
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reaction seen with RecFOR alone (Figure 1B). This protective effect of RecF was observed when as little as
100 nM RecF protein was included (one RecF monomer
for every RecX monomer present), and the effect appears to be saturated because increasing the RecF protein concentration to 500 nM produced the same result
as 100 nM RecF (Figure 1B). Therefore, we have explored
further the possibility that RecF acts specifically on
RecX, relieving the blockage to RecA filament extension.
The RecF and RecX Proteins Physically Interact
We tested for an interaction between surface-immobilized RecX (ligand) and free RecF (analyte) by biosensor
technology (Figure 2). A direct interaction between the
RecF and RecX proteins is demonstrated by the rapid
accumulation of RecF to a sensor surface coated by
RecX. RecX-dependent accumulation of RecF protein
on the sensor surface is observed as an increase in the
response reported by the instrument. This response is
positively correlated to the density of matter on the sensor surface (Nagata and Handa, 2000).
Once binding has been saturated, the supply of RecF
is turned off. The subsequent dissociation of RecF was
rapid, reaching completion within 2 min. To determine the
specificity of the interaction between RecF and RecX,
bovine serum albumin (BSA) was applied to the same
sensor surface. In this case, no binding was observed,
indicating that the RecF-RecX interaction was specific.
When the reciprocal experiment was attempted, no
interaction between RecX and surface-immobilized
RecF was observed. Interactions between RecF and
other known interacting partners such as DNA and
RecR protein (Webb et al., 1995, 1999) were also not observed (data not shown). RecF protein appears to be inactivated during the immobilization process, as also
seen in previous BIAcore studies carried out on RecF
(Umezu and Kolodner, 1994).
RecF Protein Protects RecA Filaments Challenged
by RecX after RecOR-Mediated Nucleation
In the experiment described in Figure 1, RecX was present in the reaction prior to the addition of RecA protein.
In order to test the effect of RecF when RecX is added to
existing RecA filaments, we carried out the RecOR-

mediated SSB displacement reaction in the presence
and absence of RecF protein and allowed RecA filaments to form for 20 min before addition of RecX (Figure 3A). When RecX was added to preformed RecA filaments in the absence of RecF, a decline in the rate of
hydrolysis was observed, reflecting RecA filament disassembly. This result is very similar to previous studies
where RecX protein is added to preformed RecA filaments in the absence of RecOR (Drees et al., 2004a,
2004b; Lusetti et al., 2004a). The inclusion of RecF protein protected RecA filaments from the negative effects
of RecX. However, a higher concentration of RecF (relative to RecX) was required to counter the inhibitory effects of RecX in this experimental situation (Figure 3A).
This suggests that there is a competition between
a RecF-RecX interaction and a RecX-RecA interaction.
RecF-Mediated Protection from the Negative Effects
of RecX Does Not Require a Contribution of RecF
to RecOR-Mediated RecA Nucleation
The experiments of Figures 1 and 3A show a positive effect when RecF is present during the nucleation phase
of the RecOR-mediated SSB displacement reaction.
To test whether the RecF protein can protect RecA filaments assembled in the presence of the RecOR complex (as opposed to RecFOR) that are challenged by
RecX protein, we added both the RecF and RecX proteins after RecA filaments had formed (Figure 3B).
When RecF is added later in the reaction, the rate of
RecA-catalyzed ATP hydrolysis is higher than when
RecF is present before the addition of RecA. This is another indication that RecF may be competing with RecA
for DNA binding sites when added early in the reaction
(during the nucleation step, Figures 1 and 3A). Once
again, the RecX-imposed block to RecA filament extension was offset by the presence of RecF. Therefore, the
presence of RecF protein is not required during the
RecOR-mediated nucleation step in order for RecF to
protect the filaments from RecX. This further argues
that RecF protein is specifically acting on RecX protein.
The conclusions derived from the ATPase data in
Figure 3B were confirmed under the same conditions
by electron microscopy (Figure 4). Examples of the variety of DNA bound species observed in all experiments
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and the filaments examined 10 min later, complete filaments were rarely observed. A substantial proportion
of the gapped filaments fell into the short filament (large
gap) class (Figure 4D). Addition of RecF protein with
RecX had a dramatic effect, retaining a substantial level
of full filaments and reducing the proportion of gapped
filaments in the short filament class. These observations
confirm that RecF counteracts the negative effects of
RecX on RecA filament assembly.

Figure 3. The Effect of RecX on RecAOR Filaments Preformed in the
Presence or Absence of RecF Protein
The reaction schemes at the top of each panel detail the order of addition for the experiment.
(A) SSB (0.2 mM), RecO (100 nM), and RecR (1 mM) proteins were incubated with 2 mM M13mp8 circular ssDNA for 10 min with the concentration of RecF (in nM) indicated parenthetically. The reaction
was initiated by the addition of RecA to 1.2 mM, incubated further
for 20 min, and the reaction was challenged by the addition (t = 0)
of RecX to 100 nM (solid lines) or the equivalent volume of RecX storage buffer (dashed lines).
(B) SSB (0.2 mM), RecO (100 nM), and RecR (1 mM) proteins were incubated with 2 mM M13mp8 circular ssDNA for 10 min. The reaction
was initiated by the addition of RecA protein to 1.2 mM. After 15 min,
RecF was added to the indicated concentration (nM) and the reaction was challenged 5 min later by the addition of (t = 0) of RecX protein to 100 nM (solid lines) or the equivalent volume of RecX storage
buffer (dashed lines).

are shown in Figures 4A–4E. When RecF and RecX were
not present, over 35% of the RecA filaments completely
coated the ssDNA as shown in Figure 4A. Most of the remainder of filaments observed had very small gaps in the
filaments bound by SSB protein such as the one shown in
Figure 4B. In assessing the proportion of RecA filaments
that were discontinuous, we distinguished a short filament class in which the RecA filament was unambiguously shorter than 25% of the length of full filaments
(large gaps, Figure 4D). All of the samples contained
a significant proportion of DNA molecules bound only
by the SSB protein as shown in Figure 4E.
Addition of RecF slightly reduced the number of full filaments and increased the number of filaments exhibiting discontinuities. When only RecX protein was added,

RecF Protein Alone Is Sufficient to Protect RecA
from the Inhibitory Effects of RecX
The data presented above suggest a model in which the
RecOR contribution to the RecFOR protection of RecA
filaments from RecX is only to mediate the nucleation
of RecA. In order to exclude the possibility that RecOR
may act with RecF to counteract the effects of RecX,
we carried out several experiments with a RecA mutant
protein (RecA E38K; also known as RecA730) that readily
nucleates onto SSB-coated DNA without the RecOR
proteins (Eggler et al., 2003; Lavery and Kowalczykowski, 1992) (Figure 5). This allowed us to isolate the effects
of RecF protein from those of the RecOR complex.
We monitored the RecA E38K SSB displacement reaction in the presence and absence of RecOR, RecF,
or RecX (Figure 5A). As expected, RecA E38K filaments
assemble efficiently onto SSB-coated ssDNA in the absence of RecOR or RecF. The RecOR proteins stimulated RecA E38K nucleation slightly, because the time
required to reach a steady-state rate of hydrolysis is decreased by several minutes when RecOR is present. Inclusion of RecF in the absence of RecOR was less inhibitory to the nucleation of RecA E38K than was observed
for wild-type (wt) RecA protein (Figure 1A). The addition
of RecF, RecO, and RecR proteins in the assay with
RecA E38K yielded the same result as RecF alone
(data not shown). RecX protein (100 nM and higher) significantly inhibited the assembly of RecA E38K filaments
in the absence of RecOR or RecF (Figure 5A). However,
increased concentrations of RecX were required for optimal inhibition of RecA E38K filament assembly (Figure 5A) as compared to wt RecA (Figure 1A).
The amount of RecA protein bound to the ssDNA in
the presence of RecX is a complex function of the
RecA nucleation rate (unaffected by RecX protein), the
rate of filament capping by RecX protein to block filament extension, and the rate of RecA filament disassembly. The RecA E38K mutant can nucleate relatively
quickly to multiple regions of the ssDNA, and higher
concentrations of RecX are necessary to block the
extension of those multiple nucleation events. RecORmediated nucleation of RecA E38K is also occurring
(Figure 5A), and the two processes together can help
offset the effects of RecX (Figure 5B). Nevertheless,
higher concentrations of RecX protein (500 nM) are still
sufficient to block the extension of those multiple nucleation events in the RecA E38K-mediated SSB displacement reaction even in the presence of RecOR.
To determine the contribution of RecF protein alone
to the RecA filament extension that is challenged by
RecX, the RecA E38K SSB displacement reaction was
carried out in the absence of RecOR complex (Figure
5C). RecF and RecX proteins were included at equimolar
concentrations. RecX concentrations up to 500 nM had
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Figure 4. Electron Microscopy of RecA Filaments Formed under the Conditions of Figure 3B
Samples for electron microscopy were prepared by using the order of addition detailed in the reaction scheme of Figure 3B. SSB (0.2 mM), RecO
(100 nM), and RecR (1 mM) proteins were incubated with 2 mM M13mp8 circular ssDNA for 10 min before the addition of RecA to 1.2 mM. After 15
min, RecF protein (or the equivalent volume of RecF storage buffer) was added to 500 nM and the reaction was challenged 5 min later by the
addition of RecX protein (or the equivalent volume of RecX storage buffer) to 100 nM. After 10 min, the filaments were fixed with ATPgS (to 3
mM). The electron micrograph in (A) represents a full RecA filament formed on circular ssDNA. (B), (C), and (D) show examples of discontinuous
RecA filaments, with larger gaps evident as the sequence progresses. (E) shows a ssDNA molecule bound only with SSB (enlarged in the inset).
All molecules are shown at the same magnification. Arrows point to regions of the circular ssDNA bound by SSB protein. In (F), molecules from
two different samples for each of the four experiments were counted and scored as fully filamented (black bars) as shown in (A), circular filaments
containing a small to medium sized gaps bound by SSB protein (gray bars) as shown in (B) and (C), DNA molecules containing a RecA filament
unambiguously encompassing less than 25% of the DNA (striped bars) as shown in (D), or circular ssDNA bound only by the SSB protein (white
bars) as shown in (E). The counts are expressed as a percentage of the total number of circular molecules counted (n).

only a modest effect on the assembly of RecA E38K in
the presence of RecF. This suggests that RecF protein
alone (as opposed to RecFOR) is sufficient to relieve
the block to RecA filament extension imposed by the
RecX protein.
RecF Counters RecX Function In Vivo
RecF is needed for recombination within plasmids
in vivo (Cohen and Laban, 1983; Fishel et al., 1981). To
measure the effect of RecX on this process, we used
a modified method of Fishel et al. (1981) to determine
the amount of plasmid recombination occurring in
strains AB1157, recX, recF, and recFX. Recombination
between inactivated tet genes in plasmid pRDK301
was decreased in a recF mutant relative to the parental
strain AB1157 (Figure 6). The recX mutant alone had no

effect. However, a strain with null mutants of both recF
and recX showed a level of recombination statistically
indistinguishable from strain AB1157 and statistically
different from the recF strain (Figure 6). This reversal of
the reduced recombination occurring in the recF strain
by inactivation of recX indicates that RecX is able to antagonize the action of RecA protein in plasmid recombination and that the RecF counters the activity of RecX.
The interaction between RecX and RecF on RecA activity could occur at two distinct levels, directly on recombination and by differentially activating the SOS response. Measurement of SOS induction of a sulA::lacZ
fusion in these strains established that the recF and
recFX show similar levels of SOS induction (data not
shown), suggesting that the effect of RecF and RecX
in vivo is to directly alter RecA function.

AmpR / TetR CFU / AmpR CFU
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Figure 6. Modification of recF-Mediated Plasmid Recombination by
recX
Strains AB1157, recX, recF, and recFX were analyzed for their ability
to catalyze recombination of plasmid pRDK301, which confers
AmpR + TetR when it recombines and only AmpR when it does not recombine. Plasmid recombination was decreased in a recF mutant
relative to the parent strain AB1157 and recX mutant. Strain recFX
showed a level of plasmid recombination statistically the same as
strain AB1157 and statistically different from strain recF. Error
bars represent the standard error of the mean of six experiments
for all strains except the recX strain (the recX strain was done twice
to confirm the published result [Stohl et al., 2003] that elimination of
recX function does not affect this recombination reaction). Statistical differences determined by the Student’s t test are indicated by
a star relative to the parental (p < 0.01) and a double cross relative
to recF (p < 0.03). A pound sign indicates a value statistically indistinguishable from the parent strain (p > 0.8).

Figure 5. The Effect of RecX on RecA E38K Filament Assembly in the
Presence of RecF or RecOR
The reaction scheme at the top of the figure details the order of addition for this experiment. SSB protein (0.2 mM) was incubated with
2 mM M13mp8 circular ssDNA for 10 min with the mediator protein(s)
(RecO, 100 nM; RecR, 1 mM; and RecF and RecX concentration in nM
indicated). The figure label details which mediator protein(s) was
added in a given experiment. The reaction was initiated by the addition of RecA E38K protein to 1.2 mM (t = 0). The dashed line in (A) reflects RecA E38K displacement of SSB protein in the absence of any
other mediator protein. RecF was omitted from the assays represented in (B). In (C), the RecOR proteins were omitted from the assays and the concentration of RecF and RecX are the same. In (B),
the dashed line is duplicated from (A), a control with no RecX protein. In (C), the RecX alone data have been duplicated from (A) as
dashed lines to provide a convenient point of comparison.

Discussion
The primary conclusion of this paper is that RecF protein
has a dramatic and positive effect on RecA filaments
that are challenged by the RecX protein. We propose
that the RecFOR proteins are required for RecA filament
assembly but that they do not necessarily act together.
The primary role of RecOR is to mediate RecA nucle-

ation onto DNA that is bound by the SSB protein. Here,
we define one role for RecF in the mediation of RecA filament extension by directly interfering with the inhibitory function of RecX protein.
The role of the RecOR proteins in mediating the establishment of a RecA filament onto ssDNA has been well
established (Bork et al., 2001b; Umezu and Kolodner,
1994). SSB protein prebound to ssDNA is a clear inhibitor of RecA filament nucleation. The RecOR complex relieves the SSB inhibition by facilitating the RecA nucleation process. Based on genetic evidence, the RecF
protein is also involved in RecA assembly. However,
RecF is inhibitory to the RecOR-mediated nucleation
of RecA filaments under most conditions, including
those used in this study (see Figure 1A). Given that assembly of RecA filaments requires both nucleation and
filament extension, it seemed possible that RecF protein
is involved in the extension step of assembly. RecA filament extension is sufficiently fast under standard reaction conditions in vitro that promotion of extension by
a modulator is unnecessary. By inhibiting RecA filament
extension with the RecX protein, we were able to determine that RecF provides a positive effect to the RecA assembly process by interfering with the negative modulator RecX. A model for the assembly of RecA filaments in
the presence of the SSB and RecX proteins is presented
in Figure 7. The RecOR complex mediates the nucleation of RecA filaments. RecX protein inhibits the subsequent filament extension unless RecF sequesters the
RecX through a direct interaction.
RecX protein is unable to measurably block RecA filament extension when RecF protein is also present at
sufficient levels. RecF acts at relatively low levels and directly interacts with RecX. It seems likely that the RecFRecX interaction is relevant to the mechanism by which
RecF antagonizes RecX function, although this has not
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Figure 7. Model for RecOR and RecFMediated RecA Filament Assembly in the
Presence of SSB and RecX
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been formally demonstrated. The mechanism by which
RecF antagonizes RecX function is thus fundamentally
different from that observed for the DinI protein. High
levels of DinI (stoichiometric with RecA or more) are required for DinI function, and it acts by competing with
RecX for binding sites on the RecA filament (Lusetti
et al., 2004a, 2004b).
The competition between RecX bound to RecA filaments and the RecF-RecX interaction is illustrated by experiments in which the order of addition is varied. When
RecF and RecX are allowed to interact prior to the addition of RecA (Figure 1B), less RecF is required to eliminate the negative effects of RecX than when RecX is
added later to RecA filaments formed in the presence
(Figure 3A) or absence (Figure 3B) of RecF protein. There
is no evidence that RecX interacts with free RecA protein
in solution. RecX can, however, bind both to the ends of
RecA filaments and along the length of the filament
(Drees et al., 2004a; Lusetti et al., 2004a; VanLoock
et al., 2003). It appears that once RecA filaments are
available for RecX to bind, more RecF protein is required
to challenge away the RecA bound RecX protein.
The protective effects of RecF protein are seen
whether RecF is present with RecOR at the initiation of
RecA filament formation or when RecF is added much
later than RecOR. There is thus no evidence in this
work for a complex containing RecF, RecO, and RecR
proteins together.
The effect of RecF protein alone on RecX-challenged
RecA filament extension was investigated by using
a RecA mutant, RecA E38K (RecA730), that readily competes with the SSB protein without the intervention of
the RecOR complex (Lavery and Kowalczykowski,
1992). As Figure 5C clearly demonstrates, RecF protein
is both necessary and sufficient for the assembly process in the presence of RecX when the RecOR complex
is not required for the nucleation step of filament
assembly.
The RecA filament assembly reaction, assayed here
in vitro, has particular relevance to the events leading
to RecA filament assembly at a daughter strand gap in
vivo. Due to its involvement with the replisome, SSB pro-

RecF-RecX
complex

tein would be complexed with the ssDNA gap resulting
from replication fork collapse (Kuzminov, 1999). The
role of RecX in the events leading to the DNA damage response is not well understood. Low basal levels of RecX
protein (<50 molecules/cell) have been detected, and
those levels rise significantly during the SOS response
(Stohl et al., 2003). Because RecX appears to functionally
interact only with RecA filaments (Drees et al., 2004a),
and given the low concentrations of RecX relative to
RecA that are sufficient for inhibiting RecA in vitro, it is
possible that the RecX could act to regulate RecA filaments that assemble inappropriately in the absence of
DNA damage. When DNA damage necessitates an SOS
response, the RecFOR proteins assemble RecA at the
site of the damage. If RecX were allowed to act on
RecA filaments in this context, the result would be less
RecA protein bound at stalled replication forks. Interestingly, one of the measurable phenotypes associated with
recFOR mutants is the delayed induction of the SOS response (Madiraju et al., 1988; Whitby and Lloyd, 1995).
RecOR complex mediates the nucleation step of RecA
filament formation, countering the effects of SSB. At
least in part, RecF protein mediates the extension step,
countering the effects of RecX. Based on our in vivo
studies, RecF protein is needed to counter the effects
of RecX in plasmid recombination (Figure 6).
The effects of the RecF protein on the activities of
RecA are complex. The RecF protein inhibits RecA activities under many conditions (Bork et al., 2001b; Madiraju and Clark, 1991), in the presence or absence of the
RecOR complex. RecF is dispensable in the RecORmediated nucleation of RecA filaments onto SSB-coated
ssDNA (Umezu et al., 1993) in vitro. However, RecF protein enhances the RecOR-mediated loading of RecA
protein in the presence of a gap DNA substrate under
at least some conditions (Morimatsu and Kowalczykowski, 2003). We have replicated the results of Morimatsu
and Kowalczykowski (2003), showing positive effects
of RecF on RecA loading onto gapped DNAs, in detail
(data not shown). This may indicate that RecF has multiple roles in RecA filament assembly, both assisting
with filament nucleation specifically at the ends of DNA
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gaps (Morimatsu and Kowalczykowski, 2003) and facilitating filament extension via the interference with RecX
function as documented here.
The effects of RecF protein in blocking RecX function
can be seen in plasmid recombination (Figure 6) but are
not readily apparent in the effects of the relevant mutants on SOS induction in vivo or in measurements of
UV sensitivity (data not shown). Several points are relevant. First, UV sensitivity is a complex phenotype and
the reported effects of recX null mutants on UV sensitivity have generally been very small (Pages et al., 2003;
Stohl et al., 2003). Second, RecF may have multiple roles
in recombinational DNA repair, such that elimination of
recX function is not sufficient to compensate for the
loss of recF function in every context. Third, the known
network of proteins involved in regulating RecA function
is currently expanding. The full effects of these proteins
may not become apparent until their genes are studied
in the absence of potentially redundant and/or complementary protein functions.
Experimental Procedures
Bacterial Strains
The recF4115 mutation (Sandler, 1994) was transduced into strains
AB1157 and AB1157DrecX (Stohl et al., 2003) by P1 transduction
(Sambrook et al., 1989). E. coli strains were grown on Luria-Bertani
(LB) broth or agar at 37ºC. Ampicillin (Amp) and tetracycline (Tet)
were used at final concentrations of 100 mg/ml and 12 mg/ml, respectively.
Enzymes and Biochemicals
The concentrations of all purified proteins described below were determined from the absorbance at 280 nm with the given extinction
coefficient (3). E. coli wt RecA and RecA E38K proteins were purified
as described (Eggler et al., 2003; Lusetti et al., 2003); 3 = 2.23 3 104
M21 cm21 (Craig and Roberts, 1981). SSB protein was purified as described (Shan et al., 1996); 3 = 2.83 3 104 M21 cm21 (Lohman and
Overman, 1985). Native RecX protein was purified as described
(Drees et al., 2004b) and is stored in 20 mM Tris-HCl (80% cation,
pH 7.5), 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM EDTA, 100 mM potassium glutamate,
and 50% (w/v) glycerol; 3 = 2.57 3 104 M21 cm21 (Drees et al.,
2004b). RecF and RecR proteins were purified as described (Webb
et al., 1995); 3 = 3.87 3 104 M21 cm21 (Webb et al., 1999) and
5.60 3 103 M21 cm21 (Shan et al., 1997), respectively. RecO protein
was purified as described (Shan et al., 1997); 3 = 2.3 3 104 M21 cm21
(Kantake et al., 2002). RecF, RecR, and RecO proteins are stored
in 20 mM Tris-HCl (80% cation, pH 7.5), 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM EDTA,
100 mM NaCl, and 60% (w/v) glycerol.
Unless otherwise noted, reagents were purchased from Fisher.
Antibiotics and all components of ATP regeneration and coupling
systems were obtained from Sigma. DTT was from Research
Organics.
DNA Substrate
Circular ssDNA from bacteriophage M13mp8 (7229 nucleotides) was
prepared as described (Neuendorf and Cox, 1986). The concentration of ssDNA was determined by absorbance at 260 nm, using 36
mg ml21 A26021, as the conversion factor. All DNA concentrations
are given in mM nucleotides.
ATPase Assay
A coupled spectrophotometric enzyme assay (Lindsley and Cox,
1990; Morrical et al., 1986) was used to measure DNA-dependent
ATPase activities of the RecA protein (Lusetti et al., 2003). Reactions
were carried out at 37ºC in buffer A (25 mM Tris-OAc [80% cation, pH
7.4], 1 mM DTT, 3 mM potassium glutamate, 10 mM Mg[OAc]2, and
5% [w/v] glycerol), an ATP regeneration system (10 U/ml pyruvate kinase [PK] and 3 mM phosphoenolpyruvate [PEP]), a coupling system (1.5 mM NADH and 10 U/ml lactate dehydrogenase), and 2 mM
M13mp8 circular ssDNA. All assays contain 1.2 mM RecA protein,

0.2 mM SSB protein, and 3 mM ATP. The concentration of RecO,
RecR, RecF, and RecX as well as order of addition are indicated in
the figure legends. Whenever a particular protein was omitted
from a reaction, an equivalent volume of that protein’s storage buffer
was added in its place. All experiments were carried out at least
twice with consistent results.
Surface Plasmon Resonance
Protein-protein interactions were observed with a BIAcore2000 surface plasmon resonance biosensor (BIAcore, Piscataway, NJ). Random amine coupling was used to immobilize RecX protein to the
sensor surface of a CM-5 sensor chip. Surface activation with
NHS/EDC (Sigma) was followed by injection of RecX protein (50
mg/ml) or immobilization buffer. For the immobilization step, RecX
protein was dialyzed into SPR running buffer (20 mM HEPES HCl
[pH 7.5], 150 mM NaCl, and 10% [w/v] glycerol) and diluted 1:5
with 10 mM NaOAc (pH 4.5) prior to injection. Unliganded sites on
the chip were then blocked with ethanolamine. A 70 ml injection of
RecX resulted in immobilization of 2701 RU of RecX. Subsequent interaction experiments were carried out in SPR running buffer at
a flow rate of 10 ml min21. The response measured in a reference surface, treated identically with the RecX surface except that no protein
was injected, was subtracted from the response obtained from the
RecX surface. Sensogram analysis was carried out by BIAevaluation
(Biacore Inc. Piscattaway, NJ). Due to the rapid dissociation of RecF
from both the RecX and reference surfaces, no regeneration step
was required.
Electron Microscopy
A modified Alcian method was used to visualize RecA filaments. Activated grids were prepared as described previously (Lusetti et al.,
2003). Samples were prepared by preincubating 100 nM RecO, 1 mM
RecR, 0.2 mM SSB, and 2 mM M13mp8 circular ssDNA, buffer A (DTT
omitted), 3 mM ATP, and an ATP regeneration system (10 U/ml PK
and 3 mM PEP) for 10 min. All incubations were at 37ºC. RecA was
added to 1.2 mM, followed by a 15 min incubation. RecF and RecX
were added as described in the figure legend. Equivalent volumes
of RecF or RecX protein storage buffer were added to compensate
for the omission of the corresponding proteins. Filaments were stabilized with ATPgS (to 3 mM) for 3 min. The reaction mixture described above was diluted 5-fold with 200 mM ammonium acetate,
10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 10% glycerol. The sample was prepared
for analysis as described (Lusetti et al., 2004b) except that two grids
per experiment were spread, one of which was spread omitting the
ethyl alcohol wash. Imaging and photography were carried out with
a Tecnai G2 12 Twin electron microscope (FEI Co.) equipped with
a Gatan 890 CCD camera.
Representative molecules are shown in Figures 4A–4E. To determine the proportion of the molecules observed that were either fully
or partially coated by RecA protein or bound only by the SSB protein,
at least five separate regions of at least two grids (encompassing at
least 350 DNA molecules) were counted at the identical magnification for each sample. A molecule was considered discontinuous,
or gapped, if it had a detectable region of SSB-coated DNA of any
size. Molecules with very short RecA filaments (as in Figure 4D)
were assigned to a special class (large gaps, Figure 4F) if the filaments were unambiguously less than 25% of the length of a full filament (judgments made visually). This conservative estimate was
confirmed by manual measurements of small samples (five to six)
of typical short filaments on digital micrographs of the same magnification, which showed that molecules scored in this class were consistently less than 10% of the length of a full filament.
Plasmid Recombination Assay
We used a modified method of Fishel et al. (1981) to determine the
relative amounts of plasmid recombination occurring in different
strains. Strains AB1157, DrecX (designated recX), recF, and recFX
were transformed with plasmid pRDK301, plated on LB + Amp,
and allowed to grow for 22 hr. Colonies on plates containing
w1000 CFU were collected in 6 ml LB, and total plasmid DNA was
isolated from 1 ml of the homogenous mixture by using Qiaquick
kits (Qiagen). One microliter of the plasmid DNA purified from each
strain was subsequently transformed into TOP10 cells (Invitrogen),
and the resulting transformants were plated on LB + Amp and
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LB + Amp + Tet. In this assay, plasmids that had not undergone recombination conferred Amp resistance, and plasmids that had recombined conferred Amp + Tet resistance.
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